Introduction
Clastic dikes commonly occur in consolidated sedimentary rocks. They have been reported and discussed by numerous authors for more than 150 years (Strangways 1821, p. 386, 407-408) . Various kinds of clastic dikes are found in sedimentary rocks of various ages around the world, and they often occur in flysch sequences (Pruvost 1943; Gottis 1953; Dzulynski and Radomski 1956; Colacicchi 1959 ; Hayashi 1966; Andrieux 1967; Teisseyre 1967) , and in rocks deposited in a geosynclinal environment (Fairbridge 1946 ; Smith and Rast 1958; Marinov 1971) . They form in various ways and their significance is not always well understood (Rutten and Schonberger 1957; Hayashi 1966; Marschalko 1972) . However, occurrence of clastic dikes in unconsolidated Quaternary deposits is poorly documented except for ice-wedge casts which develop in perennially frozen deposits (Johnsson 1959; Dylik and Maarleveld 1967) . In order to avoid length and confusion, this well-known type will not be discussed. There are few reports of other kinds of dikes in unconsolidated deposits (Oldham and Mallet 1872 ; Whitten 1898 ; Jenkins 1925a; Monroe 1932; Lupher 1944; Moret 1945; Schwarzbach 1952; Kaiser 1958; Reimnitz and Marshall 1965; Oomkens 1966; Heron et al. 1971) .
Till dikes are a type of clastic dike thought to be a reliable indicator of ice flow direction (Dreimanis 1969) . The purpose of this paper is to report and discuss the significance of a vertical till dike occurring in a Pleistocene deposit in southern Quebec (Dionne 1971) .
Terminology
In order to avoid confusion, a few words on terminology are suitable. Clastic dike is a general expression for any wedge-shaped feature, usually in a vertical or in a nearly vertical position, filled with clastic materials, and cutting through different layered consolidated or unconsolidated sedimentary rocks. Clay, silt, sand, gravel, and till dikes are all clastic dikes. The expression clastic wedge is often used as an equivalent of clastic dike (Dzulynski 1965) . Unfortunately this expression was given an entirely different meaning by Pettijohn (1957) and others (King 1959; Teisseyre 1967; De Jong 1971) . Gary el al. (1972, p. 129 ) defined a "clastic wedge" as "the sediments of an exogeosyncline derived from the tectonic land masses of the adjoining orthogeosynclinal belt." Consequently the use of the expression clastic wedge as a synonym for clastic dike should be avoided. Dreimanis (1969) introduced the expression till wedge for wedge-shaped vertical or nearly vertical structures, corresponding to downward intrusion of till from the base of a glacier into Can. J. Earth Sci. Downloaded from www.nrcresearchpress.com by Depository Services Program on 02/24/15
For personal use only. friction cracks formed in the underlying frozen (uplift); (7) by glacial pressures, when a glacier sand. The same meaning is given this term by overrides frozen sediments or unconsolidated Morner (1972 Morner ( , 1973 , but it is criticized by sediments with some tensile strength. Worsley (1973) . In this paper the expression Filling of cracks, fissures or other such features till dike seems more appropriate for a vertical results from clastic materials introduced into feature not exactly identical to till wedges cracks from above or from below. Infilling from formerly described.
above usually results from gravity, free particles falling into open cracks; this is the mode of Origin of Clastic Dikes Clastic dikes in unconsolidated sediments and in consolidated rocks form in various ways (Tables 1 and 2 ). According to Hayashi (1966) , a classification by genesis will include the following categories: (1) intrusive clastic dikes, when clastic materials are forced upwards into fissures or cracks in connection with igneous or volcanic activity; (2) injection clastic dikes, when liquefied clastic materials are injected into cracks, fissures or joints under hydrostatic pressure (from below) or load pressure (from above); (3) infilling clastic dikes, when clastic materials accumulate into open cracks, joints and other such structures under the influence of gravity; (4) squeezed-in clastic dikes, when unconsolidated or semiconsolidated plastic layers are squeezed, under stress, into cracks or fissures in the adjacent rocks below or above without destroying their internal structures ; (5) diagenetic clastic dikes, when primary clastic dikes are altered owing to diagenetic modifications; for example, a sandstone dike may become a siliceous or chalcedony dike under diagenetic processes.
Generally two things must be considered in the formation of any clastic dikes: first the formation of fissures or cracks, and second their filling. In most cases, particularly in unconsolidated sediments, opening of fissures and their filling are contemporaneous or simultaneous; in consolidated rocks a long lapse of time may have occurred before filling of cracks.
Fissures and cracks are produced in various ways: (1) by contraction under frost action or under drying (desiccation); (2) by mass movement including slumping, landsliding and solifluction; (3) by subsidence as a consequence of compaction and dewatering of underlying sediments, or overloading in deposits with reverse density gradients; (4) by collapsing following underground dissolution of calcareous strata or mining activity; (5) by seismic activity (earthquakes); (6) by faulting related to orogenesis formation of ice-wedge casts and periglacial sand wedges (Butrym et al. 1964) . Clastic materials may be also forced downward by load pressures in deposits with reverse density gradients (Selly and Shearman 1962; Dzulynski 1965; Anketell et al. 1970) , or by pressures such as those exerted by an overriding glacier, an iceberg or an ice floe. Filling from below always results from underground pressures, clastic materials being injected upwards under hydrostatic pressures from water-saturated sediments which have been liquefied, or by expulsion of air and gas.
Previous Observations on Clastic Dikes in
Unconsolidated Deposits Till dikes or till wedges have previously been described from southern Ontario (Dreimanis 1969; verbatim 1973') , Nova Scotia (Morner 1973) , western Connecticut (Schafer 1969 ), Scotland (Anderson 1940 ), and Sweden (Lundqvist 1967 Morner 1972) . However, only Dreimanis and Morner have discussed the significance of till wedges as a reliable indicator of paleo ice-flow direction.
The first reference to till dikes is probably that by Whitten (1 898) who described "clay dikes" in sand from South Bend, Indiana. Dikes were 10 to 30 cm in width by 100 to 250 cm in depth, were nearly vertical in the upper part and all curved to the north or up-stream. They resulted from the filling by clay of cracks in frozen sands when overridden by ice: " ... the sand with its open fissures was overridden by ice, the base of which transported or shoved the clay over the sand, rubbing off particles of clay and sand to fall to the bottom of the crevices until the dikes were formed" (Whitten 1898, p. 239).
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Lawler 1923 McCallie 1903 Newsom 1903 Parker 1933 Pavlow 1896 Peterson 1968 observed by Shilts in southern Vermont. They correspond to filling by till of previous fissures in the bedrock and are then not equivalent to true till wedges or till dikes in unconsolidated sediments. They can neither serve as an ice-flow indicator nor as an indicator of former occurrence of permafrost. Because of their characteristics the clastic dikes from eastern Washington reported by Jenkins (1925~) and considered as fillings of cracks resulting from earthquake disturbances, are probably ice-wedge casts or sand wedges (PCwC 1959) . The "clay dikes" reported by Monroe (1932) from Mississippi and the "gravel dikes" from France reported by Moret (1945) are related to landsliding and upward injection of clay or gravel from below. The clay, silt, sand and gravel dikes of the Columbia Basin region, Washington and Idaho, reported by Lupher (1944) are probably the more abundant, varied and complex clastic dikes known in Pleistocene lake and stream deposits. Most dikes are considered as the filling from above of fissures resulting from melting of buried ice, filling being the result of lake and stream currents that moved across open fissures and deposited dike sediments. A few dikes are landslide fissures filled from above, and others are related to underground streams. The recent sand dikes described by Reimnitz and Marshall (1965) from Alaska resulted from quick sand injected upward into overlying fissured beds during a 1964 earthquake. Those reported by Oldham and Mallet (1872) from India have a similar origin. The small sand dikes described by Oomkens (1966) from a desert basin in southwestern Libya are considered as injections from below into desiccation cracks and also as eolian fillings from above. The two wedge-cast structures reported by Dionne (1970) from the Saguenay Region, QuCbec, are considered as glacitectonic features rather than true clastic dikes even though they are vertical features cutting through enclosing sediments. Heron et al. (1971) reported on numerous sandy-mud clastic dike's in poorly consolidated silty and clayey sand, in North and South Carolina Coastal Plain. Dikes range from 2 to 60 cm in width, up to 150 cm in depth, and up to 22 m in length. They "formed through filling of fractures of soil material that developed in the upper B horizon. Most fractures probably developed in weathered rock as a result of slump or hillside creep" (Heron et al. 1971 (Heron et al. , p. 1808 .
Geographical and Geological Setting
The till dike was discovered in 1969 in a borrow pit beside old Provincial Route 24, on the west side of St. Ludger, QuCbec, half way between St-Georges-de-Beauce and Lac-MCgantic (Fig. 1) . The area is underlaid by sedimentary Paleozoic rocks of the Appalachian Province, mantled by Quaternary unconsolidated deposits which are usually thick in depressions and thin on plateaus and hillsides. Shilts (1969) has mapped the Quaternary deposits of the area, and McDonald and Shilts (1971) have described the local glacial stratigraphy that is summarized in Table 3 and below.
The Chaudiere River drainage basin carries drainage from the International Boundary northward, through the Appalachian ridges into the St. Lawrence River just opposite QuCbec City. The Laurentides glaciers advanced southward into the basin several times during the Can. J. Earth Sci. Downloaded from www.nrcresearchpress.com by Depository Services Program on 02/24/15
For personal use only. Quaternary, temporarily ponding lakes in the Chaudibre basin during each advance and during each retreat. The outlets for these lakes were southward and eastward: through cols in the highlands of central and western Maine. The possible levels of the lakes were closely controlled by the altitude of those cols so that the levels of the various stages of impoundment are very well known (Shilts 1969; McDonald and Shilts 1971 (Shilts 1969 (Shilts , 1973 . Locally, ice movement was at right angles to this trend during advance and retreat of the Lennoxville glacier and St. Ludger is located near the centre of a late-glacial ice cap that persisted after the main retreat of the Lennoxville glacier (Lamarche 1971 ; Gadd et al. 1972) .
Certain facts concerning environments of deposition of the till wedge and associated sediments may be deduced from the brief discussion above: (1) The Lennoxville glacier advanced over the site while standing in a minimum of 100 m to a maximum of 130 m of water of Glacial Lake Gayhurst; thus, it is unlikely that underlying sediments were frozen; (2) Flow over the site was probably first southerly to southwesterly shifting later to east-southeast flow as the glacier thickened (Shilts 1973, pp. 197-199) ; (3) The underlying sandy sediment is probably a facies of the Gayhurst Formation as are the varves that occur in the till and as inclusions in between St. Ludgerand Lac-Mtgantic, exception-the sand; (4) Since there was deep water in conally clayey till, derived in large part from the tact with the remnant ice cap as its south edge varved facies of the Gayhurst Formation, forms retreated northward and because of the lack of the surface till and is called the Drolet lentil of periglacial features proved in the Chauditre Lennoxville Till (Shilts 1973) .
valley by careful mapping, it is unlikely that the For personal use only.
sediments at St. Ludger were subjected to postglacial permafrost.
Description of Exposure and Dike
The face of the St. Ludger exposure was artificially excavated and trended approximately east-west at the time of observation in 1969; a year and a half later, the exposure was completely obscured by slumping. The section consisted of 4 to 5 m of a complex mixture of Lennoxville Till, Gayhurst Formation (varves), and Drolet lentil (clay till) ( Table 4) . A large, wedge-shaped dike of till projected into the underlying sand near the center of the exposure, and smaller, though similar, dikes projected 25 to 40 cm into the sand at the west end of the exposure (Figs. 2 and 3) . The sand near the till-sand contact was everywhere tightly cemented by calcium carbonate to a thickness of 10 to 15 mm out or down from the till. The horizontal upper surface of the sand was overlain by 10 to 20 cm of apparently undisturbed varves, texturally similar to those found as inclusions in the sand and till (Fig. 4) . These varves were missing at the wedges but the portion displaced by the large wedge had been 'peeled' up and overturned to the east or southeast.
The structure of the till-varve complex is very intricate. A fabric measured in the till has maxima at 110" and 130°, directions that agree well with known directions of movement of the Lennoxville glacier (Shilts 1973) . Layers of varves, apparently sheared into the till, dip 24" toward 150" (southeastward) and their upper terminations are overturned toward the east or southeast. However, other planar elements that have the aspect of shear planes dip toward the west or northwest. A varve layer on the southeast side of the till wedge is also overturned to southeast.
The structures described could be produced if slices of till were originally emplaced by shear stacking; each till slice would have been slid into place on a layer of varves. Shear stacking, often with contorted water-laid sediments separating till slices, is a common phenomenon in most till exposures in the upper Chaudikre valley.
After till had been stacked in subhorizontal slices, it could have been folded or disturbed by some change in the regime of overriding ice. What that change might have been is entirely speculative but change in ice-flow direction, change in thickness of overriding ice, or change in temperature environment of the glacier base are some possible changes that might have taken place. In addition, the Lennoxville glacier must have stood in about 100 to 130 m of water of glacial lake Gayhurst when it first advanced over the site and later basal movement and deposition might have been quite different in the absence of large amounts of water.
The dike itself is 40 cm wide at the top tapering to 25 cm at its lowest exposed point. It is exposed for 2 m and may be as much as 5 m deep, judging from the rate of tapering. It strikes at 020" and is slightly curved on the eastfacing side (Fig. 5) . The strike of the dike is precisely at right angles to the most prominent direction of striae in the region, 110" (eastsoutheast). The top of the northwest-facing side of the dike is about 10 cm lower than the southeast (Fig. 3) . A break in the horizontal varve layer that separates the till complex from sand occurs at the wedge and till in the dike is similar to that at the top of the section. These facts, coupled with the downward tapering of the dike and the downward termination of smaller, similar dikes at the west end of the section, lead the authors to the conclusion that the dike was emplaced into the sand from above.
Origin and Significance o m e St. Ludger
Till Dike According to Dreimanis (1969) till wedges may result from injection of till from the base of a glacier into friction cracks formed by glacial drag over frozen sand. Morner (1972) suggested that till wedges can also result from squeeze-in when a glacier overrides unfrozen or subaquatic sediments, till being simply squeezed into the underlying, usually deformed, sediments.
The till dike at St. Ludger is thought to have been produced under the first process, i.e. by injection or infilling of till from the base of a glacier into a crack formed when the underlying sands were overridden by ice. The formation of the crack in the essentially cohesionless sand deposit suggests that the sediments were saturated and frozen at some time during overriding, because it is hard to conceive of conditions under which clean, medium-grained sand could have had enough tensile strength to be fractured under tensile stress. It is possible that frozen Gayhurst sands were broken under ice pressure and till Can. J. Earth Sci. Downloaded from www.nrcresearchpress.com by Depository Services Program on 02/24/15
For personal use only. varves, and (c) underlying Gayhurst sand. Note that varves are interrupted at dike and overturned to southeast on the left side of dike, and that the northwest facing side of dike is about 10 cm lower than the southeast. Glacier flow from right to left (arrow). (Dionne, July 1969). was subsequently injected into the crack from would allow unfrozen till to be injected into a the base of the glacier. However, Worsley (1972) crack. correctly points out that it is unlikely that a subBecause it is suggested that the glacier adstrate could remain frozen under conditions that vanced over lake sediments when the ice front Can. J. Earth Sci. Downloaded from www.nrcresearchpress.com by Depository Services Program on 02/24/15
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Unit Thickness
Sandy, compact, oxidized, non-calcareous, stony till with inclusions of contorted varves and clay 5 m till; numerous shear planes with apparent dips both east and west; a wedge-shaped, dike-like protrusion of till, 40 cm wide at top to 25 cm wide at base extends 200 cm downward into underlying sand; trend of dike is 020"; fabric with maximum at 110'-130" measured 60 cm above base of till.
Oxidized, non-calcareous slightly disturbed silt-clay laminae, apparently sheared into place; laminae are 10 cm cut by till dike.
Massive, structureless, medium-grained sand containing tabular clasts of silt-clay laminae to 30 cm 100 cm maximum diameter; sand is carbonate cemented 10 mm downward from overlying silt-clay and 10 cm outward from till dike. glacier, either the glacier was frozen to the base vv. 3-30. or freezing is simply not necessary to form such cracks. The fact that the wedge is oriented at right angles to the direction of movement strongly supports the conclusion that the crack(s) were formed by tensile stresses caused by glacier overriding. Another problem arises from the fact that the St. Ludger till dike is slightly convex downglacier rather than dipping down-glacier as reported by Dreimanis (1969) and Morner (1972 Morner ( , 1973 . As the sands in the exposure showed no obvious stratification, it is difficult to determine if the glacier slightly displaced the upper portion of the deposit in overriding it, changing the primary orientation of the dike; some sliding movement may also have occurred afterwards. It is noteworthy that the "clay dikes" reported by Whitten (1898) and attributed to glacial action are also bent up-ice.
Conclusions
Till dikes can be formed (1) by cracking and filling of frozen underlying sediments under glacial drag, or (2) by squeezing into or cracking of unfrozen underlying sediments. According to Dreimanis (1969) and Morner (1972) their orientation may serve as a reliable indicator of the direction of glacial movement when other evidence is absent or when the application of other criteria such as till fabric is time consuming.
The till dike at St. Ludger formed during Lennoxville glaciation when the Laurentides ice sheet overrode lacustrine sands of the Gayhurst Formation. Sand was cracked under ice motion and till was injected into the crack from above. The cracking is at right angles to the direction of ice flow. If the sand was frozen, the Lennoxville glacier must at one time have been frozen to its base because the glacier first covered the St. Ludger site while fronting in a deep lake. Alternatively, freezing may not be required to form tension cracks in unconsolidated sediment under stress from an overriding glacier.
